The present study demonstrates a priori prediction of the mechanism of Paternò-Büchi (PB) reaction by automated search for reaction pathways using the artificial force induced reaction (AFIR) method, for the simplest set of reactants, H 2 CO + C 2 H 4 . The search found all previously suggested pathways automatically without using any guess about the reaction mechanism. Even the reaction product was not assumed. In addition, a comprehensive view of the reaction path network obtained in the present extensive search gave new insights into the mechanism. Barriers on excited states explained the preference of the initial bonding sites. A seam of crossing between the lowest triplet and first singlet excited state is suggested to make a significant contribution to an intersystem crossing and the reaction mechanism of the present system.
Introduction
Finding structures of the transition states (TSs) is a key for understanding the mechanism of chemical reactions. The geometry of TS can be obtained as the first-order saddle point on the potential energy surface (PES) [1] . Hence, considerable efforts have been made in development of efficient methods for finding first-order saddles on given PESs. These include geometry optimization techniques, double-ended methods, coordinate driving approaches, etc., and are reviewed in Refs. [2] [3] [4] . Once a TS is obtained, the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) can be computed as the mass-weighted steepest descent path along the direction of imaginary frequency vibrational mode [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , and it has been considered as a chemical reaction path connecting reactant's local minimum with product well via the TS. Numerous chemical reactions have been studied theoretically with calculations of TSs and IRCs [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Another important concept in chemical reactions is the seam of crossing [16] [17] [18] [19] (SX) between two or more PESs including the conical intersection [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] (CI) which is a special SX between states with the same spin and space symmetry. The degeneracy on SX is lifted by geometrical displacements toward the difference gradient vector (DGV) direction, while on CI a move along the derivative coupling vector (DCV) also lifts the degeneracy. Since the nonadiabatic transition takes place efficiently near SX and CI, identifying their locations is another significant task in studying chemical reactions theoretically. Thus, various techniques have been developed in order to locate minimum energy SX (MSX) and CI (MECI) geometries efficiently [17, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Nonadiabatic transitions can also occur in high energy regions of SX/CI depending on the topography of PES and excess energy, and hence, higher energy regions including firstorder saddles and minimum energy paths within SX/CI hypersurface have also been calculated [30, [32] [33] [34] [35] .
In general, it is still very difficult to predict reaction mechanisms a priori. This is because most of TS optimization methods and SX/CI search methods require some estimates about reaction mechanisms, such as guesses of TS and SX/CI structures, reaction variables, and products and key intermediates [2] [3] [4] . Thus, practical methods that can find all reaction pathways without any guess need to be developed. To achieve this goal, we have developed automated reaction path search methods under the title of global reaction route mapping (GRRM) strategy [36] . One of them, the artificial force induced reaction (AFIR) method [37, 38] , can efficiently explore pathways for A + B → X (+ Y) type addition reactions, and thus is effective for study of complex organic and organometallic reactions [39] [40] [41] . Very recently, a priori prediction of the full catalytic cycle of an organometallic catalysis was achieved by AFIR. In the search, for reactions of three reactants, C 2 H 4 , CO, and H 2 , and a catalyst HCo(CO) 3 , the major product CH 3 CH 2 C(O)H and all relevant TSs and intermediates were located efficiently (in less than 6 d on 2 CPUs) without any guess about its reaction mechanism [40] .
It is interesting to explore the applicability of the AFIR method to a priori predictions of reaction mechanisms of electronically excited molecules. In this study, a photoaddition reaction between an aldehyde (or ketone) and an alkene known as Paternò-Büchi (PB) reaction [42] [43] [44] [45] is considered. Its mechanism has been studied extensively both experimentally and theoretically [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . Thus, this reaction is ideal for the present purpose of benchmarking the applicability to photochemical addition reactions. In contrast to the case of organometallic catalysis, not only ground state TSs but also excited state TSs, SXs, and CIs need to be found systematically. The present search located all relevant TSs, MSXs, and MECIs automatically and found the most favorable mechanism of the PB reaction a priori. Pathways obtained in the present study reproduced all the previously suggested mechanisms, and furthermore, indicated new insights into reaction mechanisms.
Method

Artificial force induced reaction method
The AFIR method applies artificial force between given reactants [37, 38] . Thus, products of addition reactions between reactants A and B can be found very efficiently just by minimizing the following model function called AFIR function,
where V (Q) is the PES that depends on the atomic coordinates Q = {Q k }, r ij is a distance between the ith and jth atoms in the reactants A and B, respectively, and summations are taken over all or selected pairs of atoms in A and B. The constant p is a parameter of inverse distance weighting [55] (set to a standard value [37] p = 6), and each inverse distance 1/r ij is scaled by the sum of covalent radii (R i + R j ) of the ith and jth atoms, respectively, to take the difference in atomic size into account. The parameter α represents the strength of force, and for convenience it can be rewritten as,
where α is given as an average force acting on two atoms in the energy range 0 < E < γ when E is formally represented by the Lennard-Jones potential, and in practice we adopted R 0 and σ to be the values for argon clusters (R 0 = 3.8164 Å and σ = 1.0061 kJ/mol). The parameter γ is called model collision energy between two reactant particles, and provides the upper limit of the barrier height to be seen in the search. Starting from a random or inputted orientation and direction between two molecules A and B, an approximate reaction product can be obtained by minimizing the AFIR function with a sufficiently large γ to overcome the reaction barrier. Since the minimization path called AFIR path typically goes through near the TS region, an approximate TS geometry is also obtained. These approximate geometries can easily be optimized to corresponding true minima and TSs by a standard geometry optimization technique. By repeating AFIR minimizations starting from many random or systematically generated structures, all pathways for addition reactions between A and B can be located automatically. Further details can be found in our previous papers [36] [37] [38] .
Seam model function approach
In order to search for MSXs and MECIs by AFIR, a two-step procedure called seam model function (SMF) approach is employed [56] [57] [58] . Although SMF was originally introduced for another automated search method called anharmonic downward distortion following method [56] , it can be combined with any method such as AFIR [57] . In the first step, AFIR is applied to the following model function X(Q) (in place of PES V (Q) in Eq. (1)), which consists of a mean energy term for target PESs E State1 (Q) and E State2 (Q) and a penalty function for their energy gap.
In Eq. (3), Q is the atomic coordinates {Q k } and β SMF is a constant parameter which is set to a standard value (β SMF = 30 kJ/mol). Minimization of X(Q) gives a geometry in which both the mean energy and the energy gap are small. Hence, minima on X(Q) can be good guesses of MSXs and MECIs. It should be noted that similar penalty functions have been employed in MSX/MECI optimizations previously [28, 29, 31] . Since X(Q) is a smooth single-valued function, AFIR or other automated reaction path search methods can readily be applied without modification. In other words, V (Q) in Eq. (1) is simply replaced by X(Q) in the first step of SMF/AFIR search. Then, in the second step, these approximate MSXs and MECIs on X(Q) obtained by AFIR are optimized to true ones, using any optimization method; in the present case the direct gradient method [26, 30, 32] has been used. These two-step SMF/AFIR search gives many MSXs and MECIs automatically for photoaddition reactions.
Avoiding model function approach
Automated reaction path search methods for single PES such as AFIR cannot be applied directly to excited-state PES because of the existence of CIs in low energy regions. Therefore, another two-step strategy using the avoiding model function (AMF) approach is adopted [58] . In the first step, AFIR is applied to the following model function Y (Q) that consists of a mean energy term for the target (higher) PES E State1 (Q) and the lower PES E State2 (Q) and a smoothing function.
The function U(Q) in the smoothing function is given as,
where β AMF is a constant parameter that is set to a standard value (β AMF = 30 kJ/mol). U(Q) shifts the Y (Q) value upward near CI regions, and smoothens singular regions of the upper PES associated with CIs. Therefore, AFIR can be applied directly to this smooth single-valued function. Moreover, U(Q) rapidly decreases to zero away from CI regions, and thus Y (Q) is very similar to E State1 (Q) except for CI regions. In other words, first-order saddle points obtained on Y (Q) are very similar to those on E State1 (Q). Thus, approximate TSs obtained by AFIR on Y (Q) are re-optimized to true TSs in the second step. This two-step AMF/AFIR search gives many TSs automatically for photoaddition reactions.
Computation
In this study, for the simplest H 2 CO + C 2 H 4 system, the singlet ground S 0 , singlet first excited S 1 , and lowest triplet T 1 states were considered. The initial SMF/AFIR and AMF/AFIR searches were made at the CASPT2/6-31G level with a six electrons and five orbitals [6e, 5o] active space. This active space can describe the n-π * and π-π * excitations in H 2 CO as well as the π-π * excitation of C 2 H 4 when the two species are separated. T 1 was calculated by single-state-(SS-)CASPT2. For singlet states, SS-CASPT2 was employed in the initial search for S 0 and S 0 /T 1 -SX structures, and the remaining S 1 , S 0 /S 1 -CI, and S 1 /T 1 -SX structures were explored with multi-state-(MS-) CASPT2. The shift parameter 0.3 was employed to avoid the intruder state problem of CASPT2. Repetition of AFIR minimizations starting from random orientations and directions between H 2 CO and C 2 H 4 were terminated if the last 30 AFIR minimizations found no new product. The model collision energy parameter γ was set to 100 kJ/mol; pathways with barriers higher than~100 kJ/mol are excluded in this search. Once two molecules are attached to each other on the excited states T 1 or S 1 , pathways for the next step were searched on the S 0 state starting from S 0 /T 1 -MSX and S 0 /S 1 -MECI geometries, by minimizing the AFIR function from which terms [(
p ) at the starting point is deleted. In Eq. (1), weight for terms associated with new O-C and C-C bonds almost exclusively dominate the AFIR function at S 0 /T 1 -MSX and S 0 /S 1 -MECI geometries. Thus, by eliminating these dominant terms at the initial structure and minimizing the AFIR function without such terms, further reaction steps can be explored. This treatment is similar to that taken in the previous application to the organometallic catalysis, where a substrate was reacted with ligands on the metal center by minimizing the AFIR function from which the term with dominant weight, i.e., the term for substrate-metal distance, at the starting coordination complex is deleted.
All local minima (MINs), TSs, MSXs, and MECIs obtained after the abovementioned two-step optimization procedure were re-optimized by CASPT2 with a larger aug-cc-pVDZ (AVDZ) basis set, where other parameters concerning the CASPT2 calculations are identical to those in the initial search. In MECI optimizations, the branching plane updating method was employed to avoid DCV calculations [32] . At all obtained stationary points, single point calculations at the CASPT2[14e, 13o] level with aug-cc-pVTZ (AVTZ) basis set were performed for better energetics, where singlet and triplet states were treated by MS-and SS-CASPT2, respectively, and the shift parameter 0.3 was applied. At MSX structures, spin-orbit coupling values were computed by the MRCISD[6e, 5o]/AVDZ method.
In initial AFIR search, optimization and reoptimization, all geometrical displacements were treated by a developmental version of the GRRM program [59] . Energy values and analytical gradient vectors were obtained by the Molpro2010 program [60, 61] . Spin-orbit coupling calculations were also performed by the Molpro2010 program. Single point energy calculations with the larger active space and basis set were performed by the Molcas7.4 program [62] . space, qualitative discussions below based on the energetics by CASPT2/AVDZ are supported also by the CASPT2/AVTZ results. We note two saddles within SX and CI (S 0 /T 1 -SPSX1 and S 0 /S 1 -SPCI1) were obtained afterward to supplement discussions.
Results
One recognizes on Fig. 1 that there are two types of biradical intermediates and crossings on T 1 and S 1 : C-O-C-C type (T 1 -MIN1, S 0 /S 1 -MECI1 to 3, S 0 /T 1 -MSX1 to 3, S 1 /T 1 -MSX1 and 2) and O-C-C-C type (T 1 -MIN2, S 0 /S 1 -MECI4 and 5, S 0 /T 1 -MSX4 and 5, S 1 /T 1 -MSX3 to 5). For these two types, potential energy profiles are depicted on Fig. 2 . When H 2 CO is excited to the n-π * S 1 state, it may either stay on S 1 , undergoes internal conversion (IC) to S 0 or intersystem crossing (ISC) to T 1 . Once decayed to S 0 , the reaction of H 2 CO with C 2 H 4 has a very high barrier at S 0 -TS1 or S 0 -TS2 Figure 2a illustrates pathways via the C-O-C-C species. On S 1 , there is no local minimum for biradical species, and the lowest energy point is located within the S 0 /S 1 -CI. The IRC from S 1 -TS1 leads to near S 0 /S 1 -MECI1, and geometry optimization on S 0 starting from S 0 /S 1 -MECI1 converged to S 0 -MIN1. This path represents one channel to the product S 0 -MIN1. There are three MECIs of the C-O-C-C type (S 0 /S 1 -MECI1 to 3); the energy of S 1 -TS1 is large enough to access all these MECIs. Although they may interconvert to each other easily, in this paper we did not study conformational rearrangement pathways. Both S 0 /S 1 -MECI2 and 3 dissociated to H 2 CO + C 2 H 4 during geometry optimizations on S 0 ; nonadiabatic transitions around these S 0 /S 1 -MECI2 and 3 let the system go back to the reactant pair, H 2 CO + C 2 H 4 . On T 1 , the IRC from T 1 -TS1 reached T 1 -MIN1. Around T 1 -MIN1, there are five MSXs, S 0 /T 1 -MSX1 to 3 and S 1 /T 1 -MSX1 and 2, and all these can be accessed from T 1 -TS1. When an ISC to S 0 occurs through S 0 /T 1 -MSX1 or 2, the product S 0 -MIN1 is generated as confirmed by geometry optimizations on S 0 starting from them. S 0 -MIN1 can also be reached from T 1 -MIN1 after an ISC to S 1 through S 1 /T 1 -MSX1 and subsequent IC through S 0 /S 1 -MSX1. These give alternative pathways to the product. Other MSXs lead to regeneration of the reactant pair. Figure 2b illustrates pathways via the O-C-C-C biradical. On S 1 , the IRC from S 1 -TS2 is connected to a region near S 0 /S 1 -MECI4. Similarly to the C-O-C-C species, the energy of S 1 -TS2 is large enough to reach both S 0 /S 1 -MECI4 and 5. However, geometry optimization on S 0 starting from both S 0 /S 1 -MECI4 and 5 gave the reactants pair. Likewise, on T 1 both S 0 /T 1 -MSX4 and 5 were found to be connected to the reactants pair on S 0 . These suggest that reproduction of the reactants pair is the more likely event after the C-C bond formation on both S 1 and T 1 . This does not mean that the O-C-C-C species always go back to the reactants pair, because nonadiabatic transitions can take place high energy regions of SX/CI. Actually, both S 0 /T 1 -SX and S 0 /S 1 -CI can be extended to the region within the funnel of S 0 -MIN, and representative points, S 0 /S 1 -SPCI1 and S 0 /T 1 -SPSX1, in the funnel are shown in Fig. 1 . These are first-order saddle points within the S 0 /S 1 -CI and the S 0 /T 1 -SX hypersurfaces, respectively, and geometry optimizations on S 0 starting from them converged to S 0 -MIN1. Hence, on 
Discussions
The important reaction pathways found in the present automatic reaction path search are summarized on Fig. 3 . The same reaction system, H 2 CO + C 2 H 4 , has been studied thoroughly in previous studies [49, 50] , and the present results are mostly consistent with these. Here, we point out a few differences between the present and the previous results. At first, in the previous study, there are very shallow local minima on S 0 for the C-O-C-C and O-C-C-C biradical species at the CASSCF[6e, 5o] level. These disappeared by inclusion of the dynamical electron correlation by the CASPT2[6e, 5o] method, although this change is trivial since TSs for dissociations of these biradicals are lower than those for generation of the product even at the CASSCF level. The other difference is that we found low-barrier TSs for generation of the biradical species on the excited states (i.e., T 1 -TS1, T 1 -TS2, S 1 -TS1, and S 1 -TS2). These also show that O-C bond formation is more favorable than the C-C bond formation at the initial reaction step on the excited states. This is consistent with experimental observations for larger 
-MSX
* is the lowest MSX between S 1 and T 1 PESs for isolated H 2 CO taken from [56] .
systems that O in aldehyde (or ketone) preferentially attaches to the less bulky site of alkene molecules. This selectivity would be conserved even in the minor O-C-C-C biradical routes. Since both S 0 /S 1 -MECI4 and S 0 /T 1 -MSX4 are located outside the funnel of S 0 -MIN1, the final fate of the O-C-C-C biradical on S 0 should be controlled by the stability of S 0 -TS2 for the final ring closure with the O-C bond formation. As has been shown in the previous study on the C-O-C-C species on T 1 [50] , spin-orbit coupling values between S 0 and T 1 on S 0 /T 1 -MSXs are very small. This is because S 0 and T 1 both have similar biradical electronic configurations. It follows that the lifetime of the C-O-C-C biradical on T 1 is long. This is consistent with experimental observations of the C-O-C-C intermediate [47] and that stereochemistry in alkene is lost by internal rotations of the long-lived C-O-C-C species on T 1 . We suggest alternative escaping pathways from there through S 1 /T 1 -MSXs. As shown in Fig. 3 , spin-orbit interactions with T 1 are much stronger for S 1 than for S 0 . On S 1 the lobe for an unpaired electron at the terminal C or O atom in COCC or OCCC biradical, respectively, points a different direction compared to that for S 0 and T 1 [49] , and this allows S 1 to have a large spin-orbit coupling with T 1 . Thus, the ISC via high-lying S 1 /T 1 -MSXs with large spin-orbit couplings may compete with the ISC through low-lying S 0 /T 1 -MSXs with negligible spin-orbit couplings. Once moved to S 1 through S 1 /T 1 -MSXs, ultrafast IC to S 0 takes place through S 0 /S 1 -MECIs. On the other hand, the O-C-C-C biradical on T 1 can almost exclusively go through S 1 /T 1 -MSXs as these have high spin-orbit couplings and are located only slightly above S 0 /T 1 -MSXs. The existence of the relatively fast ISC path through low-lying S 1 /T 1 -MSXs with high spin-orbit couplings suggests that the O-C-C-C biradical is a short lived intermediate compared to the C-O-C-C counterpart. It follows that stereochemistry in alkene might be maintained if a reaction which exclusively undergoes the O-C-C-C biradical path on T 1 is designed.
In contrast to the ISC, IC occurs much more quickly once a CI region is reached. Hence, in the singlet routes, stereochemistry in alkene is expected to be kept if further decay to T 1 does not take place. Indeed, the stereocheimistry has been found to be maintained when concentration of alkene is very high [44] , and this has been attributed to the ultrafast IC at biradical states in the singlet routes. Whether singlet route or triplet route actually occurs is determined by the lifetime of S 1 of aldehyde (ketone) and collision frequency between the reactants. However, simulations of these are outside the scope of this study. In intramolecular PB reactions without the diffusion process of the reactants, contributions of the singlet routes would be high as the collision frequency between fragments should be higher than that for intermolecular reactions. When the reactants attached to each other on the S 1 PES, S 1 /T 1 -MSXs may again play a key role, since spin-orbital coupling values at these S 1 /T 1 -MSXs (∼ 50 cm −1 ) are large enough to cause a ultrafast ISC, according to a recent surface hopping simulation study [63] . Recent combined spectroscopic and ab initio studies did observed a ultrafast S 1 to T 1 ISC for some intramlecular PB reactions [54] . This ISC was explained by a crossing point between S 1 and a high-lying (repulsive) T 3 state outside the potential well of biradical intermediate found along a linear interpolation path between a S 0 /S 1 -CI and the Franck-Condon point, although no crossing with T 1 was further studied [54] . We suggest alternately that S 1 /T 1 -MSXs similar to those obtained in this study would have a significant role also in the ultrafast ISC observed for these intramlecular PB reactions. In intermolecular reactions, the stereochemistry of alkenes can be lost once moved to the long-lived T 1 . Thus, in cases without randomization of the stereochemistry, the S 1 /T 1 ISC would be very slow due to high energy S 1 /T 1 -MSXs and/or small S 1 /T 1 spin-orbit couplings.
Finally, the present AFIR search was able to predict the PB reaction without using any estimate about its mechanism. Even the product was not assumed. Such a systematic search not only reproduced the previous results but also provided new insights into the present reaction. Of course, there still are limitations. First, choices of computation level, basis set, active space, etc. are crucial for obtaining reliable results, and it is still difficult to automate these choices especially in photoreactions involving electronic excited states. Second, the present method explores reaction pathways for a given system; in this study it was assumed that one H 2 CO reacts with one C 2 H 4 . In reality, other reactant molecules as well as solvent molecules may assist reactions as intrinsic catalysts, and many combinations need to be considered in complex reactions. Third, dynamical effects associated with the nuclear kinetic energy are missing. The AFIR search gives a map of the minimum energy path connecting the critical points, MINs, TSs, MSXs, and MECIs. Although dynamical effects can be estimated and discussed by carefully looking at the map with a few additional calculations as has been done in this paper (see discussions on the saddle points within intersection seams SPCI and SPSX), for quantitative discussions dynamical simulations will be required. Nevertheless, the present approach would be very useful in future theoretical studies and predictions of the mech-anism of photoaddition reactions. Another perspective is its application to prediction of the selectivity. For this purpose, use of the cheaper quantum chemical methods such as spin-flip-TD-DFT [64, 65] is required in order to treat bulky substitution groups without simplification using less bulky groups. This is being tested for the PB reaction, and the results will be published elsewhere.
Conclusion
In this study, the PB photoaddition pathways for the simplest reactants H 2 CO + C 2 H 4 were explored systematically by the AFIR method. The AFIR search predicted all previously suggested pathways automatically. Although these pathways have been located in different studies and discussed separately, the present extensive set of reaction pathways gave a comprehensive view as illustrated in Fig. 3 and discussed in the last section. Especially, the ISC pathways between the triplet and singlet excited biradical species were found to play crucial roles in conventional triplet and singlet routes. It should be emphasized that in the present search we did not assume even the product of this reaction. Thus, the present approach would be promising for systematic study and a priori prediction of the mechanism of complex photoaddition reactions in future.
